Study of structural dynamics of ligand-activated membrane receptors by means of principal component analysis.
The structural dynamics of three different ligand-activated G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) and the photoreactive receptor rhodopsin from mammals were comparatively studied. As a result, diagrams demonstrating the main structural differences between the studied membrane receptors were obtained. These diagrams represent the projection of the crystal structures of rhodopsin photointermediates and ligand-activated receptors onto the plane defined by the principal components. Thus, we were able to associate the activation process of the receptors with large-scale movements of their individual transmembrane (TM) domains. In addition, the dynamics of extracellular loops of ligand-activated receptors responsible for recognition and initial binding of ligands was studied. Based on these results, two parameters of functionally significant structural dynamics of membrane receptors can be thoroughly analyzed simultaneously - movements of individual TM helices and of extracellular loops.